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Thank you for joining us for another issue of Field of Dreams.
The last three months have seen our team turn a very strong focus towards
a service standardisation process as part of our culture of continual
improvement. This process involved input from each of the ten service
departments and John Deere, and an in-depth look at how machines
flow through our workshops. The intention is to make the service process
consistent across all of the branches and improve customer satisfaction,
from how we answer the first phone call, to scheduling the work,
completing the work and communicating the process back to the owner
upon completion of the job. Further details can be found in the article on
page 22.
The only way to increase customer satisfaction and meet the increasing
demands of the market is to strive for continual improvement. This
improvement can be made through the implementation of business systems
and processes to streamline our efficiencies and customer service offering.
Collecting feedback from customers is another way to focus on areas for
improvement. We have just implemented a Customer Satisfaction Survey
within the Service Department; your feedback in this helps to fuel our
progress.
Essential to enacting this strategic alignment of our improved business
processes is the clear and transparent focus of the leadership’s team core
values and business direction. As such, the senior management team has
revisited the company vision and mission, and worked to create a set of
values that describe the base for all company decision making.
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Harvester tips with jade...
Jade McConville has been with Emmetts for 22 years, and is recognised within
the group as one of our key harvester experts. We interviewed him to see what
knowledge he could share for the benefit of readers for the upcoming harvest.
Jade quickly made the point that the best
thing farmers can do is to make sure they
start their harvest with a machine that has
had a pre-season inspection.

3. Check the tension of your elevator
chains on a daily basis – when they are
loose, they wear out much faster.
4. Ensure you check the knife drive daily.

Over the years, Jade has seen great
success for customers who do their full
harvester maintenance and full preseason inspection. As a result, these
diligent customers are able to avoid major
problems in the middle of harvest.
In lean years, customers may choose to
skip their full service – Jade states that
while this seems like a good short term
option, the reduced income resulting from
a day of lost harvesting if a machine breaks
down can be devastating.
Here are Jade’s top 10 tips...
1. Greasing your machines – follow the
guidelines as per the sticker on your
machine for daily and weekly greasing
suggestions. Whether it is you, a family
member or staff member who operates the
header, make sure they know where all of
the grease points are.
2. Blow down your machines daily to
get rid of the chaff and eliminate static
electricity to reduce your fire risk and stop
spot fires.
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5. When something stops, get out and
have a look – make sure your belts and
pullies are in alignment.
6. Change fuel and hydraulic oil filters
as recommended. Not changing them in
a modern fuel injector system gives you
more chance of blowing an injector, which
is a pricey item to replace. Fuel filters
save wear on your engine by keeping fuel
debris out.
7. Listen for any squeaking or knocking
noises while you are harvesting - it may be
a blown bearing.
8. In the middle of the day, get out of the
harvester and walk around it. Make sure it
sounds right, and feel all of your bearings.
If one is especially hot, call your Emmetts
Service Team.
9. Check your shaker bushings and hold
the chaffer and sieve frame. If the bearing
is sloppy, replace it. If the crank arm
breaks, it can result in the chaff frame
going into your cleaner fan, which costs

9
thousands to replace.
10. If your elevator chain is loose, it will
skip if it hits a chunk of canola. If you need
it checked or tensioned mid-season, give
your Emmetts service team a call.
Finally, at the end of harvest, thoroughly
blow down your harvester. This year’s high
mouse numbers have seen many machines
come into the workshop with chewed
wires, interiors, and controllers.
For parts and service support over the
harvest season, call 1300 628 596.
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The Mitchell Family of Mintaro...
I had the pleasure of meeting and interviewing the Mitchell Family at the Yorke
Peninsula Field Days this year. I had spoken to John Mitchell multiple times prior,
as Emmetts is a sponsor of the Mintaro-Manoora Sporting Club and John is on the
MinMan Eagles Sponsorship Committee.

from touching the electrified machinery.
Josh was quickly rushed to hospital in
Clare, and then airlifted to the Royal
Adelaide Hospital Burns Unit.

Sitting down with them, I heard a wonderful story about family working together,
and their commitment to their hay, cropping, sheep, seed and vineyard operation.
They were also kind enough to share how an employee and the business survived
an on farm accident.

Less than two hours later, around 11pm,
SafeWork SA had called David to tell him
they would be on site first thing in the
morning to investigate.

The Family
John is a third generation farmer on a farm
at Mintaro, east of Clare in South Australia,
and is married to Pam. Their sons, David
and Andrew, are also on the farm. Their
grandchildren are fifth generation Mitchells
and are currently ready to continue the
family tradition of playing for the MinMan
Eagles in netball and football.
David, a previous A-Grade captain of the
MinMan Eagles, is married to Peggy and
they have four children. When David left
school he worked off the farm, and then
spent some time in Adelaide doing Ag
Business at University before returning to
the farm in 2000. Peggy works on the farm
in the office one day a week.
Andrew left the family home and spent two
years jackerooing at Collinsville at Mt Bryan,
then attended Roseworthy Ag College
before returning to the farm in 2000.
Andrew is married to Kimberley and they
have three children. Kimberley works as a
technician for an anti-venom laboratory at
Mintaro. The anti-venom is for rattlesnakes,
and is sent to the USA. Andrew is currently
the Junior Vice President of the North
Eastern Football League.

Andrew and David
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A farm accident and the need to have
sound safety policies
One night during the 2016 harvest it was
all hands on deck, a typical scenario with
farming families at harvest time. Josh, a
key member of the Mitchell team for the
past three years, had unloaded a chaser
bin into a truck and was retracting the
auger when it caught a low overhead
SWER powerline. Everyone was aware
of the line and had done a verbal risk
assessment of it when commencing
harvest of the paddock earlier in the
afternoon.
Powerlines are highlighted in their Safe
Operating Procedure, that all employees
must read and sign-off on. Josh saw a fire
under the chaser bin and believing it to be
a bearing fire, jumped clear of the tractor
and went to use the fire extinguisher
attached to the chaser bin. The chaser
bin was live and 19,000 volts of electricity
from the powerline went through his body
and threw him away from the bin. David,
who was in a ute nearby, saw the chaser
bin fire and ran over to unhook the tractor
and get it a safe distance from the fire, not
realising it was also live. Thankfully, Josh
was able to call out to him to stop him

Before we go any further we should
tell you that Josh spent six weeks in the
hospital, has recovered, and is back to his
job. Josh is a valued and vital part of the
business, and the Mitchells are devastated
about what has happened to him. They are
so thankful that he has survived the ordeal
and are proud of his recovery focus.
The credit for the positive outcome on
the Worksafe investigation must be given
to Pam Mitchell. Pam was a teacher and
an occupational health and safety officer
within her professional career. She brought
all of her professional skills to the farm,
and in addition to doing the bookwork,
along with daughter-in-law Peggy, she
created an occupational health and safety
system for the farm.
This includes:
• A Working in Isolation Policy, which
means everyone must carry a phone at all
times. Each team member receives regular
calls to confirm their safety.
• A Safe Operations Procedure for
Tractors, which all operators must read
and sign, indicating they understand the
safe operation of the machine.
• A Farm Machinery Safety Procedure for

all machines that are not tractors.
• There are Safe Operating Procedures for
Augers and Powerlines also.
An employee is unable to commence
work on the site until they have read,
understood and signed the policies and
Safe Operating Procedures.
It was these policies that saved the
Mitchells from having to defend the
workplace accident to SafeWork
SA. Although accidents sometimes
unfortunately happen, the legislation is in
place to ensure that employers have put
in place procedures to protect themselves
and their workers.
After the incident, Pam has received many
calls and questions from their neighbours
on how they too can set up similar policies
to protect their workers and the liability
associated with being found guilty within
a SafeWork SA investigation. Pam has
also been interviewed by the ABC, as
she is campaigning to have the height of
powerlines increased to accommodate
farm equipment as machinery continues to
get larger, but the rural powerline height
stays the same.
John Deere has started including powerline
warning stickers within the cab. John
acknowledged that this was a positive
move, and having the warning in front of
the operator’s field of vision at all times
should also help to reduce the chances of
workplace accidents.
On the Farm
Sixteen years ago, John and his brother
split the family farm in two, and John and
Pam began the process of land acquisition
to grow their farm. Over the years, they
have purchased land and have put in a
vineyard, which has a long term contract
for the supply of grapes to Cassella. They
have also built hay sheds that have the
capacity to store 12,000 large square
bales, as they supply hay to Johnson’s.
David manages the spraying on all of the
properties, along with the hay. Andrew
manages the sheep and harvesting.
Andrew has a great love of genetics in
merinos and developing their flock’s
productivity. The sheep are on a twice
yearly shearing schedule to ensure they
supply the wool at the length the textile
buyers like. It is also easier to manage
twice yearly shearing. The family also
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produces certified seed which includes
oats, barley, vetch, and clover for Heritage
Seeds and Pasture Genetics.
Contractors are brought in to cut the hay,
and to harvest the grapes. This outsourcing
allows the Mitchell family to focus on
harvest. They also have a labour barter
agreement with a farmer in the North - the
Mitchells assist with the farmer’s crops,
and then the farmer assists at Mintaro. It is
a straight swapping of rotor hours and has
worked very well for everyone.
Why Emmetts?
John said that they are committed to a
long term relationship with Emmetts as
their local dealer. As the past President of
the Mintaro Manoora Sporting Club and
current Sponsorship Committee member,
he has seen Emmetts’ support of local
clubs (including the MinMan Eagles) as a
demonstrated commitment to the regional
community and not just their customers.
David recalled a funny story about his
previous dealings with the Emmetts
support team. One day he received a call
from the Emmetts help desk, and was told
that the low oil alarm had come on for
one of the tractors and the support team
at Emmetts wanted to let him know this
before any damage occurred. David
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thought it was a great service, and
found the humour in it as the machine in
question was currently being serviced in
the Emmetts workshop.
Why John Deere?
John and now Andrew and David have
primarily always purchased John Deere.
When asked the reason for it, Andrew
said “John Deere is simple. We had a
new worker who had always driven New
Holland and he thought our John Deere
equipment was the easiest to drive. At
harvest, if anything goes wrong with a
John Deere harvester you can still drive
it, it keeps harvesting, and doesn’t stop
you from getting the crop off”. He also
said, “We don’t use all the technology
available in John Deere machinery to its
maximum potential. It’s there, but we can
still keep it simple. We are collecting all
of the data and will have it for the future.
Although we don’t use it now, we do not
discount that the historical information will
be useful to the next generation”. John
Deere guidance is one of the technologies
that the Mitchells do use, and they have it
active on every machine on the farm.
The Future for the Mitchells’ Farm
The family will continue to acquire land in
the area if it suits their expansion needs.
This will help to diversify the risk of frost,

which some of their land is prone to.
Passion and commitment to the land and
family business is demonstrated to the
newest generation by their elders, and
they will be welcomed whole-heartedly
into the family business if they decide to
continue the family legacy of food and
fibre production.

John Deere adds three new narrow track versions
to its 9RX Tractor lineup...
All the benefits of tracks with the flexibility of a narrow configuration: Ideal for
row-crop applications. Emmetts are looking forward to having some narrow
tracks land in our yard for cropping 2018.
John Deere has introduced three new
9RX Narrow Track Tractors, expanding
its lineup of high-horsepower machines.
Equipped with a narrow undercarriage,
these four-track tractors are an ideal fit for
controlled traffic farming with 46cm (18
inch) or 61cm (24 inch) wide tracks and
track spacing options of 2, 2.2 or 3m (80,
88 or 120 inch).
Three models are available with 420,
470 or 520 horsepower (309, 346, 382
kW) to easily handle large grain carts,
high speed planters, nutrient application
bars and other high-horsepower needs.
With this introduction, the John Deere 9
Family of Tractors now includes wheeled,
two and four-tracks and narrow or wide
undercarriage configurations.
“Emmetts are proud to have such a
long standing relationship with John
Deere. No other tractor manufacturer
provides farmers with such a wide range
of high horsepower tractors, in so many
configurations.” says Group Marketing &
Strategy Manager, Avril Hogan. “With

The 9570RX Narrow Track was available to
preview at our Horsham branch in September

the new 9RX Narrow Track we now
have a high horse power machine for
row crop areas, the tracks provide the
benefit of reducing soil compaction and
minimises soil disturbance for greater yield
potential.”
All 9RX Narrow Track tractors provide
controlled traffic farmers the ability
to cover more hectares per day with
improved controlled traffic capabilities,
more horsepower featuring the latest
advances in engine technology and
enhanced flotation along with plenty of
ground-gripping traction. The narrow
undercarriage tractor is also an ideal fit for
55 cm (22in.), 76 cm (30 in.) and 101 cm
(40 in.) row crop applications.
A roomy, well-equipped CommandView™
III cab on the 9RX Narrow Track
features four-corner cab suspension
with ten centimeters of travel, and
ActiveCommand™ Steering, providing
operators with day-long comfort in the
paddock. The matched, full-width midrollers reduce pressure, heat and wear,

and extend wear life of the tracks. Rubber
isolators and oscillating mid-rollers
minimise cab vibration and provide an
ultra-smooth ride.
Inside the tractor cab, integrated
technology drives efficiency in the field.
Important machine functions are easily
monitored and controlled using the
integrated Gen 4 CommandCenter™
Display. “The Emmetts Precision Solutions
Team are please with the Gen 4 Display.
John Deere have been investing heavily in
technology and this is evident in the new
features and screens released this year.
Much like the new S700 series harvesters,
the Gen 4 displays allow for the various
aspects of machine performance to be
monitored including AutoTrac™ and
documentation from one screen.” Hogan
says.
Large jobs are more manageable and long
days in the paddock quickly pass by thanks
to a 1500 litre diesel fuel tank, increased
hydraulic capacity and the integrated
guidance and information management
systems available on these new tractors.

For more information on the new narrow
track 9RX tractors, visit
www.deere.com.au or contact your local
Emmetts branch.
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HARVEST OPERATIONS & fire safety
Harvest operations and fire are a partnership that can have a disastrous impact on
your farming or business operation. Taking some precautions before and during
harvest may reduce the risk of fire and costly down-time. Manage the factors that
can cause fire, and be prepared should a fire occur during your harvest operation.

Written by Andrew Shaw
Emmetts Precision Ag Consultant
& CFA Volunteer

Simple steps can be taken to help reduce
your risk of fire, such as:
• Blow down and clean your machine
regularly, paying particular attention to
those areas of the machine where excess
amounts of material build up.
• Regularly check your machine
throughout the day’s operation for excess
buildup and overheating.
• Monitor the weather and be prepared in
hot and windy conditions.
• When harvesting in high risk conditions,
reducing the machine’s power requirement
from 100% to 80% can reduce
overheating of the turbo and engine.

In some cases, the machine will
automatically activate a regeneration burn
of the DPF when the exhaust limit for
carbon build has been reached. To achieve
this regeneration burn, the exhaust is
heated further through a process of dosing
to burn the carbon and particulate matter
in the exhaust, allowing it to pass through
the system. This process increases the
exhaust temperature and creates another
potential ignition point in the field. If
you have a machine with a DPF system
attached, allowing the unit to complete a
DPF burn before entering the paddock or
providing a safe area in the field will assist

A good harvest operation requires
more than just a harvester. There are
other pieces of equipment required to
successfully remove product from the
paddock, and at times these machines are
often overlooked. Recently we have seen
the introduction of Tier 4 engines and the
use of Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF). The
reason these engines have been introduced
is to reduce the carbon emissions from a
machine.

in managing the fire risk.

Most modern machines run hotter and are
capable of covering large areas in less time
than ever before. Larger machines require
more horsepower to drive them and this
additional heat adds to the fire risk. There
are three things that fire needs to thrive
– heat, fuel and oxygen. Heat is produced
by the motor and will vary depending on
the load and outside ambient temperature.
Fuel comes in the form of fine dust and
chaff particles that are produced by the
harvester when threshing materials.
Oxygen is plentiful in a harvesting
environment due to the increased fan sizes
and speed required for cooling packages,
separation, and naturally occurring winds.
All these factors combine to create a
potential disaster.
Field staff investigating causes of fires
in harvest machinery found that a
large percentage of fires start around
the turbo, more specifically in the area
between the turbo and the manifold,
where temperatures can be quite high
depending on load and the operating
conditions. The area around the turbo
becomes superheated, and ignites material
suspended in the air. If the embers land
somewhere on the machine or on the
ground, in the right conditions this can
quickly escalate into a fire. Heat and
ignition points can be also found in other
areas around the machine. Failed or worn
components such as bearings, belts and
hydraulic drive assemblies can also add to
the potential to cause fires.
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In the event of a fire, being prepared and
having the necessary equipment on hand
means you can act quickly and put the
fire out before it becomes a real threat or
control it until other fire fighting services
arrive. Having fire fighting equipment
such as fire carts before starting harvest
is a worthwhile investment. Ensure fire
extinguishers are charged and serviceable

• Determine the risk level - is there a high risk of fire today? Are the weather conditions
suitable to commence or maintain harvesting? Is it a Total Fire Ban Day?
• The harvester is serviceable and ready to commence harvest. Are the other machines
used to move and transport product also serviceable?
• Is the harvester clean and free of excess material build up from harvesting? Look at
areas where debris can build up around the machine (around the motor, cooling packages
and on ledges).
• Clean around the cooling package, keeping the radiator and fan areas clean so that air
can circulate and assist in reducing the engine temperature.
• Reduce the machine power load in crops that are known to have a heightened fire risk.
• Review the order machines are moved around the farm, so that assets are in place prior
to commencing a field or farm.
• Is all fire fighting equipment serviced and in good working order?
• Is there an emergency management plan place in the event of a fire starting? What
action is taken if the fire escalates beyond your control? Are all members of the operation
aware of these procedures?

on all units used in the field, and
communication equipment like UHF’s
are in good working order. Have a basic
action plan should a fire start, and ensure
all members of the harvest operation are
aware of the procedures.
Looking at all the following considerations
before commencing harvest operations
can assist in reducing the risk of fire
and potentially costly down-time for
your operation. The most important
consideration of all is the safety of
yourself and others involved in the harvest
operation.

Voluntary Grain Harvesting Table
The table below calculates the average wind speed (kilometres per hour) for different temperature (degrees Celsius)
and relative humidity (RH) combinations that equate to a Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI) of 35.
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Grain Harvesting 3Code of Practice

AVERAGE WIND SPEED (KPH)
that equals to 35 GFDI

Relative Humidity

Temperature

2

this fire season

Table derived from Purton 1982. Using assumptions: fuel load of 4.5 t/ha and fuel 100% cured.

Obtain relative humidity, temperature and wind speed details
as per measuring instruments operating instructions.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT GRAINS HARVESTING
OPERATIONS CEASE WHEN THE AVERAGE WIND SPEED FOR
A PARTICULAR TEMP AND RH COMBINATION IS EXCEEDED

Is the wind speed too high for me to harvest right now?
Combination example Refer to the highlighted areas on the table above.

1 TEMP= 40°
2 RELATIVE HUMIDITY (RH) = 17% (Round down to 15%)
3 For this combination of TEMP and RH, it is recommended that grain harvesting operations
cease when the average wind speed is greater than 26kph.

Source: www.cfa.vic.gov.au

Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI)
Fire Behavior Relationships
FIRE
DANGER
INDEX

RATE OF
SPREAD
(km/h)

2

0.3

5

0.6

10

1.3

20

2.6

40

5.2

50

6.4

70

9.0

100

12.8

MAXIMUM AREA AT VARIOUS
TIMES FROM START (hectares)
½ hr

1 hr

2hr

4hr

AVERAGE FINAL
SIZE OF FIRE
(hectares)

3

20

80

320

3

6

40

160

640

16

15

90

360

1440

65

35

210

840

3360

450

Head attack may fail except in favourable
circumstances and close back burning
to the head may be necessary

80

480

2000

8000

2400

Extreme

105

630

2500

10000

4000

170

1000

4000

16000

10000

300

1800

7000

28000

32000

DIFFICULTY OF SUPPRESSION

Low
Headfire stopped by road and tracks
Moderate
Head attack easy with water.
High
Head attack generally successful with
water
Very High
Head attack will generally succeed at
this Index
Very High

Direct attack will generally fail. Backburn
from a secure good line with adequate
personel and equipment. Flanks must be
held at all costs.

Source: www.cfs.sa.gov.au
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NEW john deere 6r series tractors
programmable buttons are available for
the hitch, PTO, SCVs, AutoTrac™ controls
etc. The functionality of CommandPRO
allows the tractor to be controlled from
top speed to zero with a simple push or
pull of the joystick, and lower speeds
from 0-2 km/h can be achieved with the
creeper control function. Both the joystick
and pedals can be operated at the same
time, and there is no need for an external
ISOBUS joystick as the driver can also
operate the tractor and ISOBUS functions
simultaneously.

In September, the Emmetts Sales Team
were able to see some of John Deere
2018 releases in Brisbane. Among the
many exciting products on offer was
the new 6R tractor.
John Deere is launching two new top of
the range six-cylinder tractor models rated
at 171 kW (230 hp) and 186 kW (250 hp)
(97/68 EC), designed to meet the needs of
contractors and farmers. The 6230R and
6250R will complete the line-up of John
Deere 6R Series tractors.
The 6230R and 6250R set new standards
for transport, operator comfort and
acceleration on the road. Thanks to an
engine boost of 37.2 kW (50 hp) with
Intelligent Power Management (IPM), the
flagship 6250R tractor provides up to
223 kW (300 hp) when required. With a
very light vehicle weight of 9.3 tonnes,
the 6250R delivers more power than any
other tractor in this weight class, along
with an unrivalled power density of 31 kg/
hp. The high maximum permissible weight
of 15 tonnes also allows a 5.7 tonne
payload, which means the tractor is able to
transport heavier loads.
Both these new tractors are powered by a
6.8 L PowerTech™ PSS engine with dual
turbochargers and advanced DPF and SCR
technology, which responds very quickly to
changing loads while consuming less fuel

Overseas model shown
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and meeting demanding Final Tier 4
(FT4) emission standards. The upgraded
AutoPowr™ transmission delivers
maximum efficiency, with 100 per cent
mechanical power available at 3.5 km/h
for heavy draft operations, 11 km/h for
light draft work, 22.5 km/h km/h for heavy
transport and 47.2 km/h for light transport
duties. Once running at maximum road
speed, RPM automatically drops and 50
km/h is maintained at 1630 RPM and 40
km/h at 1300 RPM, which results in lower
fuel consumption on the road.
The tractors also feature an all-new
CommandPRO™ joystick, available as an
optional extra, which introduces a new
dimension in ergonomics and versatility
to John Deere tractors. Top speed can be
reached with just one push, and 11

Equipped with a pressure and flow
compensated hydraulic system, the new 6R
Series tractors deliver a powerful maximum
flow of 160 Lpm at 1500 RPM. This also
saves fuel, even in the most demanding
hydraulic applications. Up to six SCVs with

individual pressure-relief levers have been grouped
together for easier access, and new lift capacities
are 10.4 tonnes on the rear hitch and 5 tonnes at
the front.
The 6230R and 6250R tractors also feature a
high level of operator comfort. The intelligent
hydro-pneumatic cab suspension (HCS Plus)
system offers more driving comfort and isolation
from noise and vibration. Better traction and
up to 10% more power applied to the ground
are provided by the new self-levelling TLS™
Plus Triple-Link Suspension system on the front
axle. This automatically adjusts sensitivity and
suspension rate, and synchronises with hitch
sensing to compensate for power hop under
heavy draft conditions. Less arm movement and
significantly less steering effort is required by the
Variable Ratio Steering (VRS) system, which can
be activated and deactivated from the tractor’s
CommandCenter™ control console.
Key service points on the new 6R Series tractors
are easy to access for maintenance. Both models
feature 750 hour engine oil filter, fuel filter and
engine oil intervals, helping to further reduce
parts and servicing costs. The lifetime Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF) and low diesel exhaust fluid
consumption of 2-3% provide additional savings.

For more information, visit www.deere.com.au

MY18

S700

SERIES
COMBINES

EMMETTS - NOW TAKING ORDERS
Overseas model shown.
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the secret to good hay...
We visited Dale Frankel, hay contractor, just outside of Sheep Hills to find out
how the hay season is going. We interviewed him October 24, and his hay was a
beautiful range of greens.

Dale is a customer of Derek Reid’s at the
Rupanyup branch, and since this is the
Hay and Harvester issue, we needed some
info from the field on how this season is
looking. The good news is the hay was
looking great on the day of writing this
article. The bales produced by Dale’s Krone
balers were like bricks, and the colour
variation in his paddock was excellent.
The other good news to report is, Dale
is happy with the John Deere W260 Self
Propelled Windrower he purchased last
year. After giving it a try on demo, he
decided to keep it. It helped him to get
through the dense forage that the 2016
hay season produced. He went with the
V10 rollers rather than the tri-lobes in
the W260 as they crimp the rye grass,
balansa and clover all evenly, to assist with
consistent drying time.
Dale has been growing hay for years,
at 14 he was baling little squares and
selling them at Drysdale on the Bellarine
Peninsula. He then bought one of the first
large square Massey balers to come into
Australia. Many of the producers around
the Sheep Hills area didn’t think it would
be a viable business, with most farmers
cutting hay one in every five years.
Dale talked to farmers about the idea of
growing hay as a crop, as he was building
his contracting business. The hay market
had always been sporadic, but as dairy
continued to advance in their feed science,
high protein quality hay began to get
recognised within the market. Over time,
local farmers have increased the acreage of
hay across their cropping plans.
Dale believes that hay has not yet reached
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it’s full potential in the area. With the increase
of rye grass resistance, he believes that more
producers will start to integrate hay crops into
their production cycle.
For the best hay, Dale suggests investing time
in preparation:
• He suggests a speed tiller to get the trash
incorporated into the soil.
• Rolling must be carried out to level the ridges
to avoid damaging your cutting bar. Rolling will
also help to press in the rocks if you have rocky
ground.
• Raking - he likes to rake two mower conditioned
rows into one before baling.
• He believes in inter-row sowing, and having
a strong bed of stubble to prevent any contact
between the windrow and the soil for curing.
Trends he sees:
• He believes that raking two rows into one
the day after cutting is perfect for curing. Rake
another two rows into one for big windrows to
make perfect bales. He predicts people will start to
buy bigger rakes for this reason.
• The introduction of steamers in the last few
years has enabled contractors to work more hours
in a day. The steamer sits between the tractor and
baler and artificially introduces humidity to the
forage to reduce breakage and loss of
leaves if the conditions are too dry.

once, regardless of the area.
• Dale is a big fan of Medic hay which has
decreased in plantings over the years because of
the residuals in the soil, with vetch continuing to
gain popularity because of its ability to tolerate the
conditions.
• The development of the export oaten hay market
has been great for everyone in the industry.
Dale was honoured to receive the National Feed
Central Award 2016/2017 for his hay last year. He
was given the national hay quality award for the
best vetch hay visual appearance score. He uses
feed central to have his hay inspected and tested
prior to sale.
Dale has four grown children, one is an engineer
and the other three are ag scientists. His two
daughters are involved in animal production
and export, and his son is farming at Murtoa
North and helps with the hay operation. Dale’s
wife Noela also has a son in the agricultural
manufacturing business.
We would like to thank Dale for this interview
and for supporting Emmetts Rupanyup with his
business.

What has changed over time:
• When Dale first started his
contracting business, the hay season
stretched out over a longer period
of time. He would start baling in
Northern NSW for a week to ten days,
move to the Riverina for ten days,
spend ten days in Patchewollock and
Warracknabeal, move to Minyip and
finish in Port Fairy after three months.
Now, he said the season all hits at
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John Deere introduces 4640 Universal
Display for tractors
The new 4640 Universal Display offers better data
collection, increased functionality and greater
choice for monitoring and managing operations.

The new John Deere 4640 Universal Display
raises the bar for performance, uptime and
cost of operation as part of the latest John
Deere Generation 4 Operating System.
For customers, this translates into better
data collection, increased application
functionality, and greater choice for
monitoring and managing many tractordriven field operations.
The new 4640 Universal Display enables
customers to use the most common and
popular John Deere applications, including
AutoTrac™, documentation, and Section
Control, in a portable display that has the
latest internal components, design and user
interface.
Matt Burns, Emmetts Group Precision
Solutions Manager says “there are new
enhancements built into the 4640 Universal
Display for Generation 4 operating system
customers. The new display is transportable
and easy to operate, with a more intuitive
and modern operating system. It includes
diagnostic information to ensure machines
keep running and operators and technicians
informed of the machines performance.
There is a Work Setup app which allows for
customisation of run pages, and in screen
help functions allowing easier navigation
throughout.”
When it comes to performance, the 4640
Universal Display provides improved
documentation for high-speed planting
and nutrient applications, coupled with
the latest data syncing functionalities for
increased on-board/off-board flexibility.
Additional enhancements include the
ability to more accurately map and operate
Section Control to precisely apply multiple
products simultaneously with individual
coverage maps and application points.
The display is designed to import new
customer and product information without
the risk of overwriting existing client/farm/
field and guidance line information. It also
has an expanded suite of Precision Ag Core
applications, including AutoTrac, Section
Control and documentation, as well as
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wireless data transfer (WDT)
with the “data sync” feature
for automatic transmission of
work documentation to the
John Deere Operations Center.
The time it takes operators to
setup and startup the display
has been reduced and display
navigation has been improved.
This equates to more uptime
for the user, as a quickly
learnable display results in
reduced training time, more
time working, and fewer
operator mistakes.
Cost of operation also
is lower with the 4640
Display. Improved Gen 4 applications
such as AutoTrac, Section Control,
and documentation increase customer
profitability by helping users work more
efficiently, reduce overlap and skips, and
maximise inputs and field operations.
Combined with Gen 4 Section Control,
operators can optimise field performance
using distance and speed-based turning
with the ability to dial in more quickly and
accurately the desired settings.
In addition, a power button has been
added to the back of the 4640 Display
so operators can shut the display off or
reboot without powering down the tractor.
The display is compatible with the Gen 4
Extended Monitor, which increases the
number of run pages visible to the operator,
giving easier access to more operation
information.
The precision ag software for the display
is available as either one or five year
subscription durations and in two levels,
either AutoTrac only or as Precision Ag
Core that includes not only AutoTrac but
also documentation and Section Control.
This gives customers the flexibility to match
the right software subscription level and
duration to their needs.
John Deere have a range of precision

ag software subscriptions available, and
variations on the subscriptions timeframes,
allowing growers to trail the software
without having to commit to annual
subscriptions. The Emmetts Help Desk
gives subscribers telephone access to our
Precision Ag Solutions staff to assist and
advise on software usage, machinery
utilisation data, software updates,
prescription map loading and more.
The 4640 Universal Display is available
to order now. It is compatible with John
Deere 30-Series to the latest 6R, 7R,
8R and 9R Series Tractors, as well as
AutoTrac Universal and AutoTrac Controller
compatible competitive tractors. Software
update 17-2 is required for functionality.
Precision ag application compatibility for
implements and controllers, and for general
applications, is limited to the latest Gen 4
OS software available.
For more information on the new 4640
Universal Display, contact the Emmetts
Precision Ag Solutions team.

Content and images from 4640 Press Release.
Visit www.deere.com.au for more information.
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iMETOS 3.3
iMETOS® 3.3 is a highly-durable
weather station, adaptable to all
environmental conditions.
It is powered by solar-panel-rechargeable battery and is extremely reliable thanks to an
internal non-volatile memory. It can store more than a year of measured data and can
receive data from iMETOS Radio Nodes if equipped with the appropriate interface.
iMETOS® ECO D3 is a data-logger powered by solar-panel-rechargeable battery, designed
to work in the most difficult conditions and in all climatic zones. It can be equipped with
a rain gauge and various sensors, such as water level, temperature, soil moisture, salinity
etc. If equipped with appropriate interface, it can receive data from iMETOS Radio Nodes.

Data interpretation
All measured data from iMetos is stored and available in real time on the platform Fieldclimate.com
and accessible through our free iOS and Android apps.
You can define critical thresholds beyond which you automatically receive SMS alerts and activate
the alarm mode in which data communications are intensified for an instant update.

Soil moisture sensors
Pessl Instruments offers a wide range of OEM sensors measuring soil moisture, such as profile probes or fork like sensors, which are used to
measure tension (or suction).
The possibility to choose different technologies and sensors and combine them, allows you to design the best soil moisture monitoring solution
based on the characteristics of your soil, crops, irrigation systems, arrangement of the terrain and field management. Specific solutions are
available for potted plants and soil-less applications. Some of these sensors can also measure soil temperature or bulk electrical conductivity (EC)
or volumetric ion content (VIC), indications particularly useful for fertigation management.

DRILL & DROP
(SENTEK)

Other sensors

VWC
Temperature
Version TRISCAN:
salinity (VIC)
Length: 60cm, 90cm,
120cm
1 sensor every 10cm

Volume 4 | September 2017

PRECISION AG SOLUTIONS

NEW! Emmetts Precision Ag Solutions Volume 4 out now!
Contact the team or visit your local branch for your copy!

HORSHAM KADINA MURRAY BRIDGE PARNDANA PINNAROO
RENMARK ROSEWORTHY RUPANYUP SWAN HILL WARRACKNABEAL

agreedecisionag.com.au | 1800 366 388 | emmetts.com.au
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goldacres g4v crop cruiser
Goldacres are proud to announce the
soon to be released G4V Crop Cruiser
Self-Propelled sprayer.
Goldacres offers a complete range of
spraying solutions to the Australian
market. Established nearly 40 years ago,
Goldacres spraying equipment has endured
the test of time to become a market leader
in sprayer design. Goldacres sprayers have
been designed and engineered to operate
under Australian conditions. The company
works closely with contractors and farmers
to ensure that all its products fit the
end user’s needs. With over 60 models
available, the latest edition to the range is
the soon to be released G4V self-propelled
sprayer.
Goldacres aim was to supply the
horticulture market with a lightweight
self-propelled sprayer that is four-wheel
steer, four-wheel drive with a narrow track
width. The sprayer needed to be most
efficient spraying at typically lower speed
ranges with higher capacity hydraulics to
operate a large spray pump for high flow
rates. The design team came up with a
unique hydro-mechanical drive system to
form the basis of the ultimate horticultural
self-propelled sprayer.
While the G4V might look similar to its
G3 & G4 brothers, its drive design is vastly
different. The G4V Crop Cruiser features
a unique hydraulic and mechanical drive
line system. Using a single high capacity
variable displacement hydraulic pump
combined with a hydraulic motor coupled

to a full mechanical transfer case,
differentials and drop axles provide
smooth infinite speed control with the
added benefit of simplicity, reliability and
unmatched power to the ground.
The G4V is powered by the proven
121kW (165hp) QSB 4.5-litre Cummins
engine driving into a unique Goldacres
design hydro-mechanical drive system.
The hydraulics system uses a Danfoss
transmission with a two-speed transfer
case that feeds the mechanical drive from
the transfer case to power the wheels.
This unique hydro-mechanical drive system
sets the G4V apart from the broadacre G3
and G4 models with their full mechanical
drive systems.
Goldacres engineers have also installed
inboard hydraulic brakes and a Limited
Slip Diff both front and rear to keep wheel
power balanced at all times. The unit
features constant four-wheel drive with
computer assisted four-wheel steering for
an unmatched turning radius of just 2.9m,
ideal for tight headlands commonly found
in row crop situations.

Wheel tracks can be set from 1.84
to 2.39m, with up to 16 track width
variations in all to suit most horticultural
row applications. The sprayer can be
optioned with either 3000L (G3V) or 4000L
(G4V) main product tank with a 300L rinse
water tank.
The G4V Crop Cruiser offers the choice
of two boom designs; the Delta Series flat
folding boom matches features the proven
three way suspension design with an 18
to 24m size range, or a TriTech Series flat
folding boom designed with mild steel
inner wings with aluminium outer
wings and breakaway range from 24 to
36m.
Goldacres manufacture the G4V Series
in Ballarat, Victoria, and have developed
these models as the ultimate horticultural
self-propelled sprayers ideal for specialist
cropping and row crop style applications.

Inside the cabin, the full
ISOBUS control brings
all the systems together
into a single display, this
virtual terminal shows all
the sprayer functions such
as a pump speed readout,
ultrasonic boom levelling
plus sprayer steering and
task control applications.
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The 2017 John Deere Parts Catalogue (Harvest) - Available on our website now!
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EMMETTS SERVICE STANDARDISATION
The Emmetts Group Service Department are improving the way we service your
machinery. This new process, led by John Deere, is designed to improve workflow,
communication and reduce time in workshop for the machines that are being
repaired within the service department.

If you have any queries regarding
the service of your machinery, please
contact your local Emmetts service
department.

Streamling the Process
The service standardisation process began
in July 2017 and has involved bringing
a team together from across all ten
branches. Team members include service
managers, service administrators and
branch administrators.
The team members reviewed the way
each branch moves a repair through the
business, from answering the first phone
call in service or from the precision ag
help desk, to booking the repair into the
service schedule, communicating with
the customer, internal parts ordering and
repairing the machine.
The John Deere team helped to facilitate
this review of the current processes.
Having external people from John Deere as
part of the team provided a wide range of
industry knowledge. They could ask the
questions that the service team may not
ask themselves, such as “Why do you do
it that way?” or “How does worker X find
out about issue Y” and really allowed the
service standardisation team to delve into
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the most efficient way to get machines
serviced and back to the customer.
Improving Communication Internally
From this initial workshop, an Emmetts
Service Procedure was created which is to
be adopted across all branches. This way,
each branch is following the same efficient
Emmetts direction. This will also allow
for service team members to work easily
between any branch, as all procedures will
be consistent across the group.

Improving Communication with the
Customer
The major benefit for the customer with
the new efficient workshop process will
be the reduction in delays. The Emmetts
Service Department have started running
a customer satisfaction survey, which is
sent out randomly to those who have just
had service work done. It allows for the
respondents to rate their satisfaction with
the service department, highlight any good
or bad experiences they have had, and

gives the Group Service Manager the
opportunity to follow up with customers
on any points customers would like to
discuss.
We have been using this feedback to
better our service. One of the issues raised
was knowing exactly when a service
technician is coming out, or when they
have been. A tech may visit the property,
work on the machine and make the
repairs, but if the operator or owner is
not around, they may not see each other.
The outcome is, the machine operator
may not know that the machine has been
repaired. As a solution to this, service tags
have been made that the technician will
hang from the rear vision mirror once a
machine is repaired. This tag (see example
right) outlines exactly what has been done
to the machine, and allows the technician
to leave notes for the owner regarding the
repair and any further action if required.
Improving consistency in pre-delivery
and inspections
A checklist for all pre-delivery inspections is

being implemented. Every machine, new
and used, will have had a full pre-delivery
inspection completed on it before being
delivered to the customer. This check list
will be signed and dated by the Emmetts
employee undertaking the inspection and
it will be their responsibility to ensure every
point is checked off.
Reducing the time spent in the
workshop
In the coming months, large screen
televisions will be placed in each
workshop. These screens will have each
technician’s jobs detailed. This will help
to facilitate the flow of work, and reduce
time spent communicating with the Service
Manager about the next job coming
up. Every efficiency added allows for
the machines to be moved through the
workshop faster.
This may not be relevant to each reader,
but we do want to be very transparent in
communicating how we are on a path of
continuous improvement to enhance the
outcomes for each customer.
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JOHN DEERE FINANCIAL... what you may not know
written by Avril Hogan
Emmetts Marketing Consultant
I sat down with John Deere Financial’s
Territory Finance Manager Andrew Cowie
while he was visiting the Yorke Peninsula
Field Days in South Australia, to find out
what the benefits of using John Deere
Financial are, and his answers were very
clear. John Deere Financial was set up for
the farmer. With full knowledge of each
of the industry segments and how those
businesses operate (broadacre, viticulture,
livestock etc), John Deere Financial works
to understand you, your business and its
cash flow cycles.
Getting the equipment that you need
to do the job
Emmetts and John Deere Financial both
exist to get the farmer the equipment
needed to get the job done. The following
points elaborate on the various ways
John Deere Financial works to get you the
equipment you need.
Payment options – monthly, quarterly,
or annually
John Deere Financial understands the
varying cash flow cycles of each farm and
are able to set up payment options to suit
the customer. For example, they can set up
annual, quarterly or monthly payments.
Annual payments provide a benefit to
contractors starting out, or the broadacre
croppers who may have the opportunity
to financially benefit from efficient new
machines and not have to make a first
payment until the grain is sold or the
contractor has been paid for his work.
What horticulturalists may not know is that
monthly payments are also available.
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John Deere Financial’s Territory Finance Manager, Andrew Cowie with Emmetts Roseworthy Sales
Manager John Lloyd at the Yorke Peninsula Field Days.

allows the finance paperwork to be
emailed through to be signed meaning
less hassle and less travel. The eSignature
has now gained legal acceptance and
John Deere Financial are the only captive
financiers using this.
Logistically, how the eSignature works
is, the loan documents are sent through
to the customers email. The customer
opens them and clicks on the icon to get
an SMS code sent through to their phone.
The customer then types the code into
the computer and uses the mouse to sign
within the box provided. You hit submit
and it is complete.

JDF will finance used trades
Andrew said that “Not everyone may
know that JDF can finance pre-owned
equipment, as well as any brand including
non John Deere equipment used within
the trade.”

Transaction time – waiting period
If you are a new JDF customers it will take
you less than an hour to complete the
application. Once received, the turnaround
time is usually 24 hours within the working
week. Once approved, if the machine is in
stock you can usually drive it away within a
few days of approval.

The convenience of the eSignature
An industry leading innovation being
adopted by John Deere Financial is
the use of the eSignature for eligible
customers. The eSignature is a time saving
convenience for the customer, which

Repeat customers are important to John
Deere Financial. There is an abridged
application for previous John Deere
Financial customers, which further
streamlines and simplifies the application
process.

Why JDF is different to banks
• No monthly fees
• No early termination fees
• The security is in the equipment, not your
house or land. There is no security other
than the equipment being purchased.
• Low establishment fee
• The rates vary depending on the term,
deposit, trade and are independent of the
reserve bank rate.
The Green Experience can transition into
an excellent finance experience, which is
why John Deere Financial was designed,
for the John Deere customer. John Deere
Financial is an integral part of the John
Deere network, and as a captive financier,
John Deere Financial only finances John
Deere dealers to assist them to support the
needs of their customers.

For further information on John Deere
Financial, visit www.deere.com.au
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emmetts
customer
trip
In July, Emmetts customers enjoyed an 18 day European getaway. Travelling
through Germany, France and England, they visited agricultural factories, farms,
battle fields and more.

new Australian and New Zealand memorial
Germany
for animals lost during World Wars 1&2 in
In early July, 44 customers from the
Pozieres.
Wimmera region plus Emmetts staff left
Tour Highlights
Melbourne and flew to Munich, Germany,
London
where they enjoyed a city tour, and a visit
BMW Factory
and Museum, Mannheim John Deere Factory, Heidelberg Castel, John Deere Header & Combine demonstration, Champagne Caves at Reim
Eiffel Tower,
Notrein
Dame
Cathedral,
Cruisethe
in Seine River, Somme Battle Fields Tour, Somme Farming tour, Australia Victorian Cross,
The tour
finished
London,
with
to the world famous BMW factory and Arc De Triomphe,
Euro star, London Tower, Buckingham Palace, Lords Cricket Ground.
group enjoying a city sight tour through
museum.
What's Included
the city and West End.
The group then travelled to Rothenburg,Return Transfers from the Wimmera area, International flights and current taxes,
Tour Escorts
fromto
Emmetts
Horsham,
or Rupanyup as
chose
extend
theirWarracknabeal
holiday and
a town in northern Bavaria known for its2 AustralianMany
well as an experienced Tour Manager. 15 nights Hotel accommodation,
stay
in
London
or
continue
travelling
medieval architecture. The next destination
breakfast daily, some lunches and evening dinners, Farewell dinner in London,
entrance fees
where necessary,
most tipsThe
and gratuities
throughout
Europe.
trip was a great
was Heidelberg, and on the way the group
opportunity to learn more about the
visited the John Deere Harvester Works Places
in Visited
production of farm machinery and the way
Zweibrueken, where harvest equipment
Munich (2) Rothenberg (1) Heidelberg (2) Metz (1)
including combines, forage harvesters Reims (2) other
Paris (3)countries
Peronne (2)farm,
Londonand
(2) was thoroughly
enjoyed by both staff and customers.
and parts for harvesting equipment are
manufactured for Europe, Australia and
Emmetts would like to thank the
New Zealand.
customers that came along, as well as
tour guide Peter Lloyd, and Sharna from
There was also a tour of the John Deere
Helloworld Horsham for organising such a
factory in Mannheim. There, the group
great experience.
was able to see a range of John Deere
tractors being built, including some 6
Series tractors destined for Australia.
France
While in Reims, the tour included visits
to the Champagne Caves, wineries and
a variety of different broadacre farm
operations, where the group was able to
speak to the owners about their business
and farming methods and compare to their
own experiences back in Australia.
It was then on to Paris to take in all the
sights, including the Eiffel Tower, Arc
De Triomphe, West Bank, Notre Dame
Cathedral, Luxembourg Gardens and
more. The group enjoyed a bicycle ride
through the city as well as a cruise along
the Seine River.
A highlight of the trip was touring the
battlefields in France and Belgium, and
attending the opening ceremony of the
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used harvesters

GREAT
FINANCE
PACKAGES
AVAILABLE!*

For current available stock, visit www.emmetts.com.au

3

4

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

2

AVAILABLE

5

John Deere S680

AVAILABLE

John Deere S670

Year: 2012-2014 Hrs: 895-1729
Price: $407,000 - $489,500

Year: 2012-2014 Hrs: 1400-2036
Price: $286,000 - $418,000

1

John Deere 9770 STS

Year: 2008-2010 Hrs: 2282-3640
Price: $214,500 - $275,000

1

AVAILABLE

John Deere 9760 STS

Year: 2004 Hrs: 4660-5485
Price: $99,000 - $104,500

2

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

1

AVAILABLE

John Deere 9650 STS

Year: 2001 Hrs: 4200
Price: $82,500

John Deere 9600

Year: 1993 Hrs: 5288
Price: $44,000

1

John Deere 9660 STS

1

AVAILABLE

John Deere 9510

Case IH 8120

Year: 2011 Hrs: 2498
Price: $214,500

Cream
OF THE

CrOP
Terms and Conditions apply. Every effort is made
to ensure details are correct as of 13/11/2017.
Prices include GST and are based on no trade in.
Photos are for illustrative purposes only.
*Conditions apply. Finance available through
John Deere Financial Limited to approved
commercial applicants only.

Year: 1994-1996 Hrs: 6418
Price: $22,000

1

1

AVAILABLE

Year: 1998 Hrs: 4505
Price: $82,500

John Deere 9500

Year: 2004 Hrs: 3525
Price: $115,500

Model
John Deere S680
John Deere S680
John Deere S680
John Deere S680
John Deere S680
John Deere S670
John Deere S670
John Deere S670
John Deere S670
John Deere 9770 STS
John Deere 9770 STS
John Deere 9770 STS
John Deere 9760 STS
John Deere 9760 STS
John Deere 9660 STS
John Deere 9650 STS
John Deere 9600
John Deere 9510
John Deere 9500
John Deere 9500
Agco Gleaner S77
Case IH 8120
Case IH 2388

Case IH 2388

AVAILABLE

Hrs
895
1572

Sep Hrs
650
1256

1729
1058
1850
1400
1650
2036
2468
2282
3640
5485
4660
3525

1088
706
1405
1030
2350
1572
1814
1620
2640
3105
3608
2481
4200
4115
3239
4209
3322
900
1855

5288
4505
6418
1300
2498
6400

Agco Gleaner S77

Year: 2013 Hrs: 1300
Price: $269,500

Year: 1999 Hrs: 6400
Price: $49,500

Year
2014
2013
2012
2013
2014
2012
2014
2014
2012
2009
2008
2010
2004
2004
2004
2001
1993
1998
1996
1994
2013
2011
1999

AVAILABLE

Stock #
252645
152356
352310
152370
152378
252646
800986
252639
152335
800035
200015
451493
252209
801028
252755
152346
800397
252729
152367
800166
252666
451214
451141

Branch
Horsham
Rupanyup
Warracknabeal
Rupanyup
Rupanyup
Horsham
Renmark
Horsham
Rupanyup
Roseworthy
Roseworthy
Swan Hill
Horsham
Roseworthy
Horsham
Rupanyup
Roseworthy
Horsham
Rupanyup
Kadina
Horsham
Swan Hill
Swan Hill

Price
$489,500
$440,000
$407,000
$456,500
$418,000
$319,000
$418,000
$286,000
$379,500
$275,000
$264,000
$214,500
$104,500
$99,000
$115,500
$82,500
$44,000
$82,500
$22,000
$22,000
$269,500
$214,500
$49,500
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USED MACHINERY guide
#252580
2013 John Deere
DB60 Row Planter

28

#252735
2016 Krone HDP HS
Baler with Chopper

Horsham

#252581
2009 Daybreak 40’
Disc Seeder

$77,000

Horsham

#252623
2012 MacDon R85 16’
Mower Conditioner

$49,500

Horsham

#252694
1999 Case (MF/
Hesston) 8585 Baler

$27,500

Horsham

#252670
2010 Case DC162
Mower Conditioner

$41,800

#800817
2008 SeedHawk
SH1220 Air Seeder

$71,500

#252612
2016 John Deere
R990R

Horsham

#252617
2009 Krone BP 1290
HDP Square Baler

Horsham

#207579 *EX DEMO*
2015 Fast 8013N
Nutrient Applicator

$104,500

Horsham

#252547
2011 John Deere 956
Mower Conditioner

$35,200

Horsham

#252668
2016 MacDon R116
Mower Conditioner

$66,000

#252541
2009 John Deere 131
Mower Conditioner

$60,500

#207578 *EX DEMO*
2015 Fast 8013N
Nutrient Applicator

$93,500

#252662
2008 Hardi 5030
Navigator Sprayer

$41,800

#252613
2008 Krone BP 1290
HDP Square Baler

$63,800

#800897
2009 John Deere
4930 Sprayer

Horsham

Horsham

$308,000

Kadina

$214,500

$143,000

$68,200

#800992
Kadina
John Deere 450 w 995
mower conditioner $148,500

Horsham

#252667
2013 Case IH
Quadtrac 550

$329,450

Horsham

#252715
2008 John Deere
9230 4WD Tractor

$192,500

Horsham

#252693
2016 Case Magnum
380 RowTrac MFWD

$335,500

Horsham

#252672
2010 Horwood
Bagshaw 6000 Air Cart

Horsham

#252748
Horsham
2012 Flexicoil Tru Link
PD 5700 Tyne Air Drill $143,000

$203,500

Kadina

#800956
1997 Bourgault 8800
Air Seedere

Horsham

Horsham

Horsham

Horsham

$53,900

Kadina

$33,000

Terms and conditions apply. Every effort has been made to ensure details are correct as of 13/11/2017. Prices shown are
based on no trade in and are inclusive of GST. Attachments in the photos may not be included.

#800853
2010 Croplands
Pegasus BT50/30H

#801004
2011 New Holland
T5040 Tractor

Kadina

$60,500

Murray Bridge

$35,200

#800891
2011 Goldacres 6530
Prairie Evol. Sprayer

Kadina

$96,800

#800955
Murray Bridge
John Deere 835
$49,500
Mower Conditioner

#152366
2008 Krone BP 1290
HDP Square Baler

$77,000

Swan Hill

#451447
2004 Morris 8336
Air Cart

$66,000

Swan Hill

#451418
2004 New Holland
TM190 Tractor

$88,000

$49,500

Rupanyup

#451305
2002 John Deere
6920 MFWD Tractor

$71,500

Swan Hill

#451498
2013 Morris Contour
Drill C2 80ft

$41,800

$176,000

#302548 *EX-DEMO Warracknabeal
John Deere 1830
$164,890
Air Hoe Drill

#151020
2005 Goldacres 500L
Prairie Sprayer

$170,500

Murray Bridge

$71,500

Rupanyup

#152347 2016 Krone
ECB1000 CR-C moco/
Krone ECF360 CR

#800997
2011 Case Magnum
235 Tractor

#800941
2014 John Deere 1910
Tow Between Cart

$52,800

$255,200

Kadina

$121,000

#800913
2016 New Holland
T4.115 Tractor

#801008
2016 John Deere 469
Silage Special Baler

#152333 *EX-DEMO*
2016 Case IH
Magnum 250 Tractor

#800841
2004 John Deere
1820 Air Seeder

#800929
Murray Bridge
2004 Hardi 5030
Navigator Boom Spray $25,300

Roseworthy

$82,500

#451492
John Deere 956 Mower
Conditioner

#800933
2004 John Deere
8120 Tractor

Roseworthy

Rupanyup

$297,000

Roseworthy

Parndana

$77,000

#152341
2004 John Deere
7220 Tractor

$77,000

Swan Hill

#451473
1995 John Deere
8100 MFWD Tractor

$41,800

Swan Hill

#451375
2010 New Holland
H8080 Windrower

Rupanyup

Rupanyup

Swan Hill

Swan Hill

$181,500
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FIELD DAYS PHOTO ALBUM

Congratulations!

Riverland Field Days
Barmera, South Australia.
Dates:
Featured:

15th & 16th September.
John Deere 5090R (plus a
wide range of machines,
from mowers to grain
combines), Greentech
sprayers, Bourgault, Howard
and Berti.

Well done to the Emmetts Renmark
parts department, who won the Best
Small Outdoor Exhibit with their
amazing display of John Deere toys!

Yorke Peninsula Field Days
Paskeville, South Australia.
Dates:
Featured:

26th - 28th September.
A huge range of John
Deere equipment,
including the narrow track
9520RX.

Yorke Peninsula Field Days is Australia’s
oldest field days and a massive 3 day
event! Thanks to everyone who came by
the Emmetts stand!

Competition time!
Congratulations to our competition winner
Ryan Lynch - enjoy your new DJI drone!

Field days are a great
opportunity to see the
latest machines - follow
us on facebook for all
event announcements!

The new Nyrex bins!
Elmore Field Days
Burnewang, Victoria.
Dates:
Featured:

30

3rd - 5th October.
Bourgault, Shelbourne
Reynolds & Grain King

Coonalpyn Show
Coonalpyn, South Australia.
Date:
Featured:

21st October.
A wide range of John Deere
machinery.

MEET SOME OF Our STAFF...
Jill Barr
Parts Interpreter,
Pinnaroo
Jill worked in the
Pinnaroo location in
the early 80s, until
she left in 1986 to
travel around Australia. She headed to WA
first, and also lived in Darwin where she
managed a Newsagency. She also lived in
Keith, SA for three years before coming
back to Pinnaroo. Jill has two children,
a son who lives in Keith and a daughter
working on a station in the Territory. Jill
and her family have a family business of
breeding, raising and training kelpies and
stockmanship is part of the business.
Working in parts, she has seen the industry
move from a manual parts book system
to a fully electronic system. In the 80s
she saw her first fax machine in Darwin
and could see the application of the new
technology to her parts job in Pinnaroo.
Jill is a keen lawn bowler and golfer and
is a member of both the Pinnaroo Bowls
Club and the Pinnaroo Golf Club.

Jordan Lee
Precision Ag
Technician,
Horsham
Jordan started
his career as a
diesel mechanic
with Cummins in
Melbourne. He then went on to complete
an Advanced Diploma in Agronomy at
Longrenong College, near Horsham. He
is now based at Emmetts in Horsham,
but regularly travels around Victoria and
South Australia to all the group branches.
His diverse day-to-day role consists
of installing precision ag equipment
on farms, providing assistance on the
1800-EMMETT AMS hotline and helping
customers with general precision ag
enquiries.
Favourite part of the job? Working with
the growers and being part of their
business. It’s great to see how people
advance their farms through technology.

Tamara
Schlichting

Suzanne
Thompson

Administrator,
Head Office

Administrator,
Head Office

Tamara has been
with Emmetts for
about 18 months.
Her current role
involves processing new and used
machinery sales, and backup payroll
and banking. Before that, she has lived
and worked all over. Growing up in the
Adelaide hills, Tamara has since lived
in Darwin, Townsville, Mt Isa and even
Canada. Tamara has previously worked
in accounting, retail, bartending and
hospitality roles, as well as being a cleaner
in the mines. In her spare time, she enjoys
renovating her house in Dimboola, art
projects such as leadlighting, gardening
and dragon boat racing, where she is the
secretary of the local club.
Favourite part of the job? The people
I work with, and I also enjoy being
challenged in my role.

Sam Schulze
Precision Ag
Sales,
Roseworthy
Sam grew up in
Angle Vale, SA on
his family’s almond
orchard. He has been
working at Emmetts since 2008, starting
as an apprentice in the Roseworthy Service
Department. He left in 2014 to travel.
He worked at a John Deere dealership in
Canada, and for a local grain farmer in
Northern Alberta. He spent some time
travelling around Europe before returning
home to help expand the family orchard,
and resumed working at Emmetts.
Throughout his career, Sam has developed
an interest in farming technology, and now
works with the Precision Ag department as
a Sales Consultant. Sam’s favourite part of
the role is helping farmers use technology
to improve their operations. He is
impressed with the changes in technology
over the past 9 years, and is excited to see
what the future holds for the industry.

Sue has been part
of the head office
administration team
for 4 years. Her role
includes handling John Deere payments for
all 10 branches and SA creditor payments.
She also relieves at our Victorian branches
when required. Sue grew up in Kyneton,
and has lived on a 30-acre property in
Warracknabeal for the past 17 years with
her husband and their horses, dogs, cats
and birds. In her spare time, Sue enjoys
running, camping, fishing and horse riding
through the bush. Favourite part of the
job? It’s an interesting job - something
different is happening every day. The team
is also great to work with.

Rick
Austerberry
Sales Manager,
Swan Hill
Rick was born and
raised in Sea Lake,
Victoria. After
spending five years
in Melbourne, he returned to Sea Lake
then moved to Swan Hill. He started with
Emmetts as Parts Manager when the
Swan Hill branch opened in 2000. After
18 months, he moved to a position in
sales, and then became branch manager.
Having been there since the beginning,
Rick has seen the branch develop over the
years from an empty shed in Karinie Street
with 6 staff to where they are now on the
Murray Valley Highway with 30 staff. Rick
said that over the years he has developed
many great relationships and friendships
with customers and that the industry is
a great one to work in. “Emmetts have
been a great company to work for and the
people within Emmetts have become like
a second family to me.” In his spare time,
Rick has enjoyed playing a variety of sports
over the years but sticks to tennis and golf
these days. He also loves spending time
with his wife, their three children and
partners, and their three grandchildren.
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